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QUESTION 1

You have created a ColdFusion component in your application. Inside that component you need to create a property
called user that CANNOT be seen outside the component. 

Which definition creates a user variable that CANNOT be accessed outside the component? 

A. this.user = "joe" 

B. var user = "joe" 

C. variables.user = "joe" 

D. properties.user = "joe" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You have read xml stored in a database column into the variable xData. 

Which two statements convert the variable from an XML document to an XML object? (Choose two.) 

A.  

B. #xData# 

C. #xData# 

D.  

E. #xData# 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to execute a stored procedure against a database in your application What allows you to access the data
returned from that call? 

A. the name property of the cfstoredproc tag 

B. the name property of the cfquery tag 

C. the result property of the cfquery tag 

D. the name property of the cfprocresult tag 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You have configured the ColdFusion Web root directory to be C:\ColdFusion9\wwwroot. You have placed the
components Anvil.cfc and Boomerang.cfc within the directory C:\com\acme. You want to use Anvil.cfc within the file
C:\ColdFusion9 \wwwroot\wile\coyote.cfm. 

Which two actions must you take to accomplish this? (Choose two.) 

A. Within coyote.cfm, you reference the component com.acme.Anvil within a createObject function or CFOBJECT tag,
or using the new keyword. 

B. You add the directory C:\com\acme to the Custom Tag Paths within the ColdFusion Administrator. 

C. You use the CFIMPORT tag to import C:\com\acme as a tag library. 

D. Within coyote.cfm, you reference the component "/com/acme/Anvil.cfc" within the TEMPLATE attribute of
CFOBJECT. 

E. You add the mapping "/com" within the ColdFusion Administrator, pointing to the directory C:\com. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to publish a web service. 

Where must your CFC be located for the service to be accessible? 

A. within your default global custom tags directory 

B. within a directory that has a ColdFusion mapping 

C. within the CFIDE directory 

D. within a physical or virtual directory that is exposed by your Web server 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Your application accesses a table named users to retrieve data. The users table has three columns: id of type int, name
of type string, and email of type string. Which SQL statement retrieves the user with an ID value of 3? 

A. SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = \\'3\\' 

B. SELECT * FROM users WHERE ids = 3 

C. SELECT * FROM users WHERE id = 3 

D. SELECT * FROM users WHICH id = 3 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which kind of ColdFusion data can be serialized into the JSON format with the serializeJSON() function? 

A. only query objects 

B. any data object 

C. only CFC instances 

D. query objects and arrays 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the correct syntax for creating a new directory named subfolder under the directory containing the currently
executing code? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You want to allow Flash Remoting and web service clients to fetch all of the records from the Art table through the
ColdFusion ORM, sorted by the artName field in ascending order. To perform this action, you create another CFC to act
as a service layer, ArtService.cfc, and write a method named getAllArt. 

How should you write the method to retrieve the correct data and most accurately represent the type of that data? 

A. public Array function getAllArt() { return entityLoad("Art, {}, "artName ASC"); } 

B. remote Art[] function getAllArt() { return entityLoad("Art", {}, "artName ASC"); } 

C. remote Array function getAllArt() { return entityLoad("Art", {}, "artName ASC"); } records = arrayNew(1); 

D. remote Array function getAllArt() { records = entityLoad("Art", {}, "artName ASC"); } 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

Your application gets xml text submitted to it via an http post. Which function converts that text into an XML document? 

A. xmlFormat() 

B. toXML() 

C. xmlParse() 

D. xmlNew() 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three isolation attributes allow dirty read, non-repeatable read, or phantom? (Choose three.) 

A. read_committed 

B. repeatable_read 

C. serializable 

D. read_uncommitted 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to delete an Art entity from the ColdFusion ORM and from the database. The array of Art entities is stored
within the array aArt, and the entity to be deleted is the second member of the array. The primary key property of the Art
entity is artId. 

Which statement deletes this entity? 

A. arrayDeleteAt(aArt, 2); 

B. aArt[2] = null; 

C. entityDelete(aArt[2].artId); 

D. entityDelete(aArt[2]); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

You are using to retrieve data asynchronously from a CFC function on the server. 

Which data format is used to send back the data response? 
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A. plain text 

B. AMF 

C. JSON 

D. XML 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the value of the variable output when the following code executes? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. "The answer is one" 

B. "The answer is two" 

C. "The answer is three" 

D. "There is no answer" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the correct value of the tag\\'s access attribute for CFC functions that you want to expose over the Web using
SOAP or Flash Remoting? 

A. http 

B. webservice 

C. remote 

D. public 
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Correct Answer: C 
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